Opasraportti

Open University - studies at the Faculty of Humanities (2017 - 2018)

Tutkintorakenteisiin kuulumattomat opintokokonaisuudet ja -jakset

ayA112301: Art History, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Compulsory
ay687600P: Introduction to art studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay687603P: Optional Studies (OPEN UNI), 4 op
ay687602P: Finnish Art Collections, exhibitions, Monuments and Built Environment (OPEN UNI), 3 op
ay687601P: Elementary Course in Art History (OPEN UNI), 13 op
ay687608P: Elementary Course in Art History, Lectures (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay687611P: Elective Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay687610P: Excursion in Finland (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay687609P: Elementary Course in Art History, Book Exam (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay683400P: Basic course in North Sámi language (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700500P: Basics of Latin (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ayA100001: Communications, Basic Studies (OPEN UNI), 25 - 30 op

Compulsory
ay695100P: Introduction to Communication Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay695105P: PR-Communication (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay694597S: Introduction to Science Communication (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay694531S: Changing Media Culture (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay694532S: Media Law and Ethics in the Media (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Electives
ay694533S: Communication Research (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ayA110102: English Philology, Intermediate Studies (OPEN UNI), 35 op

Compulsory
ay682379A: Academic Communication 2 (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay682380A: Research in Language Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay682381A: Researching Literature and Culture (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Electives
ay682418A: Speakers' Corner (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay682385A: Discourse Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay682413A: Information Design (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay682353A: Language and Learning (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay682387A: Language Teacher Workshop (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ayA113302: Ethics, intermediate studies (OPEN UNI), 35 op

Compulsory
ay700676A: World Religions (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700682A: Focus Areas in Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700683A: Multiculturalism and Minorities in Finland (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700684A: Gender and Society (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700685A: Knowledge, Values and Humanity (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700686A: Culture, Environment and Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700687A: The Relationship of Science and Religion (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ayA113301: Ethics, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op
Compulsory
- ay700677P: Introduction to Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay700678P: Gender and Equality OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay700679P: Introduction to Ethical Reasoning (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay700680P: Introduction to Environmental Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay700681P: A Global Approach to Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op

ayA113101: Film Studies, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Compulsory
- ay687514P: Introduction to the Study of Media Culture (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687515P: Film History (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687516P: Film Analysis (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687517P: Basics of Media Education (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687519P: Film Genres (OPEN UNI), 5 op

ayA110401: Finnish Language, Basic Studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Edeltävä pakollinen suoritus ay694926Y Suomen kielen rakenne (AVOIN YO), 3 op
- ay694938P: Language Variation and Change (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694937P: Language Planning (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694940P: Syntax (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694941P: Text Linguistics (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694939P: Phonology and Morphology (OPEN UNI), 5 op

ayA114301: Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language, Basic Studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Compulsory
- ay695000P: Introduction to Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay695012P: Assessing linguistic proficiency (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay695003P: Finnish Society (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay695010P: Multicultural Finland and Cultural Knowledge (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay695001P: Teaching and Tutoring Students Learning Finnish (OPEN UNI), 5 op

ayA113801: History, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Compulsory
- ay700123P: From Ancient Civilisations to the Late Modern Period (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay700124P: Late Modern and Contemporary History (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay700125P: The History of Sciences and Ideas (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay700126P: Introduction to the Study of History (AVOIN YO), 5 op
- ay700127P: Methodology: From Basics to Application (OPEN UNI), 5 op

ayA112801: Information Studies, Basic Studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Compulsory
- ay694677P: Introduction to Information Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694660P: Information Environments and Collections (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694663P: Information Law and Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694662P: Information Behaviour and Practices (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694661P: Literacies in Different Information Environments (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694678P: Information Seeking and Retrieval (OPEN UNI), 5 op

ay694943A: Introduction to Estonian (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay700740P: Introduction to Finnish Law (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay694959Y: Introduction to General Linguistics and Phonetics (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay683504P: Introduction to Saami Culture and Research on Saami (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay682388A: Learning in Everyday Environments (OPEN UNI), 5 op

ayA110702: Literature, intermediate studies (OPEN UNI), 35 op

Compulsory
- ay687156A: Introduction to Literary Studies 2: Theory and Methodology (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687157A: Literary History 3: Periods and Genres (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687158A: Literary History 4: Language Areas (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687175A: Knowledge of the Classics in Literature (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687174A: Literature in Society (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Alternative
- ay687176A: Literature and Literary Art for Children and Youths (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687178A: Poetry Therapy (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687179A: Methods of Cultural and Social Literature (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687180A: Gender, Class and Multiculturalism (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687181A: Creative Writing (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687182A: Aesthetics, Poetics and Rhetoric (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687183A: Literary Genres and Genre Theory (OPEN UNI), 5 op
- ay687184A: A Survey of a Chosen Method of Literary Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op

ayA110701: Literature, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op
Compulsory
ay687101P: Introduction to Literary Research I (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay687154P: Literary History 1: from Antiquity to the 18th Century (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay687155P: Literary History 2: from the 18th Century to the Present (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay687171P: Fiction 1 (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay687172P: Fiction 2 (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ayA111801: Philosophy, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Compulsory
ay700600P: Introduction to Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700601P: History of Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700618P: Ethics and Philosophy of Society (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700619P: Philosophy of Science and Theory of Argumentation or Formal Logic (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700620P: Interpretation of Classical Texts (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ayA111802: Philosophy, intermediate studies (OPEN UNI), 35 op

Compulsory
ay700627A: Research Seminar (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700624A: Values, Ethics and Politics in the Contemporary World (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700625A: Advanced studies in Philosophy of Science or in Theory and Philosophy of History (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700626A: Special Fields of Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700622A: Contemporary Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700621A: Philosophy of Culture in Finland (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700623A: Advanced Studies in Analytical or Continental Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay694958Y: Structure of Finnish (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Opintojaksojen kuvaukset

Tutkintorakenteisiin kuulumattomien opintokokonaisuuksien ja -jaksojen kuvaukset

ayA112301: Art History, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Study module
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
A112301  Art History, basic studies  25.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

Compulsory

ay687600P: Introduction to art studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
ECTS Credits: 5

Language of instruction: Finnish

Timing: The course is held during autumn term.

Learning outcomes: Students who have completed this course will be able to describe and analyse works of art, name the most important written sources behind European visual arts, discern Eastern and Western traditions in art and their most important differences. Students will also understand the relevance of experiencing art personally.

Contents: This course gives practical information on Art History, how to study it, a look at literature in the field, methodology of history of art, and questions about how to perceive the visual arts. The participants in this course will also write an analysis on a work of art and on art historical research.

Mode of delivery: Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods: Lectures (24 h), two written assignments.

Target group: Students minoring in Art History

Prerequisites and co-requisites: None

Recommended optional programme components: It is recommended that students begin their studies with this course.

Recommended or required reading: Vasari, Giorgio, The Lives of the Artists (Taiteilijaelämäkertoja Giottosta Michelangeloon).

Assessment methods and criteria: Exam

Grading: 0 - 5

Person responsible: Lecturer in Art History

Working life cooperation: No

ay687603P: Optional Studies (OPEN UNI), 4 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

ECTS Credits: 4

Language of instruction:
Finnish

**Timing:**
After starting Basic Studies.

**Learning outcomes:**
After completing the course students will be able to choose a suitable method of studying for themselves, to collect the needed material for that, and to evaluate the used material critically and analytically. Students will also be able to select a convenient and gradable way of demonstrating their knowledge of art history.

**Contents:**
This course gives students a chance to acquire further art historical knowledge and understanding on the basis of their own interests. The mode of this course can also be suggested by students to suit their individual needs.

**Mode of delivery:**
Self study

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**
Book examination. Either in two parts that each give 2 credits; or in one part that gives 4 credits. To be discussed with the Senior Lecturer in Art History.

**Target group:**
Students minoring in Art History

**Assessment methods and criteria:**
Book examination

Read more about [assessment criteria](#) at the University of Oulu webpage.

**Grading:**
0 - 5, or pass/ fail

**Person responsible:**
Lecturer in Art History

**Working life cooperation:**
No

ay687602P: Finnish Art Collections, exhibitions, Monuments and Built Environment (OPEN UNI), 3 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687602P Finnish Art Collections, exhibitions, Monuments and Built Environment 3.0 op

**ECTS Credits:**
3

**Language of instruction:**
Finnish

**Timing:**
Excursion takes place in May.

**Learning outcomes:**
After completing the course students will be able to recognize the central examples of Finnish art history from different places and periods, and to understand the importance of knowing them first-hand. Students will be able to tell about these works of art on the basis of what they have heard, read and experienced themselves, and write a short essay.

**Contents:**
In the study of Art History, nothing can replace the actual process of looking at and experiencing original works of art. This course will give students possibilities for exactly this. At the same time, students will be introduced to the most central examples of Finnish art collections, museums, art exhibitions, monuments, built environment and their art historical meanings.

**Mode of delivery:**
Contact teaching

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**
Excursion

**Target group:**
Students minoring in Art History

**Prerequisites and co-requisites:**
Introduction to Art History and Elementary Course in Art History.

**Assessment methods and criteria:**
Excursion, and a written assignment on the excursion.

**Grading:**
0 - 5

**Person responsible:**
Lecturer in Art History

**Working life cooperation:**
No

ay687601P: Elementary Course in Art History (OPEN UNI), 13 op

**Voimassaolo:** 01.08.2012 -

**Opiskelumuoto:** Basic Studies

**Laji:** Course

**Arvostelu:** 1 - 5, pass, fail

**Opintokohteen kielet:** Finnish

**Leikkaavuudet:**
687601P Elementary Course in Art History 13.0 op

**ECTS Credits:**
13

**Language of instruction:**
Finnish

**Timing:**
Lectures during autumn term

**Learning outcomes:**
After completing the course students will be able to consider European art as a whole and recognize the significance of the Antiquity, know how to distinguish different periods, list them in chronological order, characterize them, and know and remember the essential examples of periods in the arts.

**Contents:**
This course will give basic knowledge of the major developments, styles, artists and chronologies in the European visual arts and architecture.

**Mode of delivery:**
Contact teaching and self study

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**
Book exam I. 4 credits
Book exam II. 3 credits.
Lectures (48 h) 3 credits.
Image exam. 3 credits.
Target group:
Students minoring in Art History

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
None

Recommended optional programme components:
It is recommended that students start the Elementary Course in Art History by attending lectures, and at the same time take part in Introduction to Art History (687600P).

Recommended or required reading:
Book exam I: Honour & Fleming, *A World History of Art (Maailman taiteen historia)*, except chapters that cover areas outside Europe. However, to be included into the examination are the high cultures of Ancient Egypt and the Near East.
Book exam II: von Bonsdorff, Bengt... [et al.], *Art in Finland: from the Middle Ages to the present day (Suomen taiteen historia: keskiajasta nykyaikaan)*, first published in the Swedish language as: *Konsten i Finland*.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Exams

Grading:
0 - 5

Person responsible:
Lecturer in Art History

Working life cooperation:
No

Other information:
It is recommended that students start the Elementary Course in Art History by attending lectures.

ay687608P: Elementary Course in Art History, Lectures (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2017 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687608P Elementary Course in Art History, Lectures 5.0 op

   Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687611P: Elective Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2017 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687611P Elective Studies 5.0 op

   Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687610P: Excursion in Finland (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2017 -
ay687609P: Elementary Course in Art History, Book Exam (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2017 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687609P  Elementary Course in Art History, Book Exam  5.0 op

Ei opintojaksojuoksua.

ay683400P: Basic course in North Sámi language (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2011 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   683400P  Basic course in North Saami language  5.0 op

Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits
Language of instruction:
North Saami and Finnish
Timing:
1st year, period I and II
Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be familiarised with the core grammar of North Saami and they will be able to use it. Students will know the basic vocabulary. They will be able to read informal texts and discuss easy subjects as well as write short texts in Saami.
Contents:
Various reading, writing and pronunciation exercises; grammar; exercises related to the understanding of written and spoken Saami
Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching
Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures, exercises, independent study, familiarisation with the literature. 48 hours of contact teaching
Recommended or required reading:
Länsman, Helmi: Cealkke dearvuo#aid1–2. Aikio, Ante: Pohjoissaamen alkeiskurssi, lecture material. The availability of the course books can be checked in WebOodi.
Assessment methods and criteria:
Examination and exercises
Grading:
0—5
ay700500P: Basics of Latin (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Person responsible: University Lecturer

Voimassaalo: 01.08.2013 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

ECTS Credits:
5
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
1st year (generally autumn).
Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students understand the essentials of Latin grammar and the basics of its fundamental vocabulary.
Contents:
Latin grammar and its fundamental vocabulary.
Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching
Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures with exercises
Target group:
Students registered and enrolled at the University of Oulu
Prerequisites and co-requisites:
None
Recommended optional programme components:
None
Recommended or required reading:
Kallela-Palmén, Clavis Latina I or equivalent.
Assessment methods and criteria:
Examination
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.
Grading:
0-5.
Person responsible:
Timo Sironen
Working life cooperation:
No
Other information:
The credits for the course can be granted if the student has attained a high school grade of 8 or higher in Latin or passed Latin in the Finnish Matriculation Examination.

ayA100001: Communications, Basic Studies (OPEN UNI), 25 - 30 op

Person responsible: University Lecturer

Voimassaalo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Study module
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

ECTS Credits:
25
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
1st year (generally autumn).
Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students understand the essentials of Latin grammar and the basics of its fundamental vocabulary.
Contents:
Latin grammar and its fundamental vocabulary.
Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching
Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures with exercises
Target group:
Students registered and enrolled at the University of Oulu
Prerequisites and co-requisites:
None
Recommended optional programme components:
None
Recommended or required reading:
Kallela-Palmén, Clavis Latina I or equivalent.
Assessment methods and criteria:
Examination
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.
Grading:
0-5.
Person responsible:
Timo Sironen
Working life cooperation:
No
Other information:
The credits for the course can be granted if the student has attained a high school grade of 8 or higher in Latin or passed Latin in the Finnish Matriculation Examination.
Compulsory

ay695100P: Introduction to Communication Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

695100P Introduction to Communication Studies 5.0 op

ECTS Credits:
5
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
Free
Learning outcomes:

Upon completing the course, the student will be able to explain communication from several viewpoints. He/she will be able to interpret communication from the viewpoints of information transmission, community creation, and meaning construction. The student will be able to explain the ways in which people are influenced by communication and in which various messages are received. He/she will be able to outline the historical development of the media as well as various approaches and schools of communication research. The student will be able to recognize, analyze and evaluate various communication methods used e.g. in advertisements and journalistic representations. He/she will be able to apply communication research to new communicational situations and plan his/her own communication activities on the basis of the learnt principles.

Contents:
Basic concepts and theories in Communication Studies

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures and literature

Target group:
Students of TIEMA and those minoring in Communication Studies

Recommended or required reading:
Kunelius, Risto: Viestinnän vallassa (2003, or a more recent edition) and web material: Karvonen, Erkki: Johdatus viestintätieteisiin
(http://www.uta.fi/viesverk/johdviest/johdatus.html)

Assessment methods and criteria:
Examination
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
0-5

Person responsible:
Professor Erkki Karvonen

Working life cooperation:
No
ay695105P: PR-Communication (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opettajat: Erkki Karvonen
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

ECTS Credits:
5
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
Free
Learning outcomes:
Upon completing the course, the student will be able to outline the developments of the theory and practice of organizational communication and PR. He/she will be able to interpret various image-related issues from a number of viewpoints. The student will also be able to explain the principles of corporate social responsibility and cultivation of corporate reputation. He/she will be able to explain various brand building processes and the phenomenon of experience economy. The student will be able to explain how organizational communication should be managed in crisis situations. He/she will also be able to apply various communication theories to single cases.

Contents:
External Organizational Communication

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures

Target group:
Students of TIEMA and Information Studies, and those minoring in Communication Studies

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
None

Recommended or required reading:

Assessment methods and criteria:
Examination
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
0-5

Person responsible:
Professor Erkki Karvonen

Working life cooperation:
No

ay694597S: Introduction to Science Communication (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.01.2016 -
Opiskelumuoto: Advanced Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

694597S Introduction to Science Communication 5.0 op

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
1st year, period II
Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to explain the key issues in the public communication of science. They will be able to explain how internal and external communication of science works, how science is popularised, how science is disseminated, and how science is represented in the media. Students will be able to recognise the different cultures of science and journalism. They will be familiar with the principles of writing a press release aimed at the media and the public.

Contents:
Basics of science communication
Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching, independent study
Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures 18 h / independent study 117 h
Target group:
Students of TIEMA, students minoring in Communication Studies and students of information studies
Recommended or required reading:
Assessment methods and criteria:
Lecture and book exam
Grading:
The course uses a numerical grading scale 1–5. In the numerical scale, 0 (zero) means fail.
Person responsible:
Professor Erkki Karvonen
Working life cooperation:
None

ay694531S: Changing Media Culture (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Advanced Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

694531S Changing Media Culture 5.0 op
ECTS Credits:
5
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
Free
Learning outcomes:
Upon completing the course, the student will be able to approach the media and media culture as social, economical and technological phenomena. He/she will be able to explain the historical changes and current trends in the media and journalism. The student will be able to explain communication cases in terms of entertainment theory, the theory of public sphere, freedom of speech, social responsibility in communication and the power of the media.

Contents:
Developments of Media Culture

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures and literature

Target group:
Students of TIEMA, Information Studies, and those minoring in Communication Studies

Recommended or required reading:
OR:
OR

Assessment methods and criteria:
Examination
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
0-5

Person responsible:
Professor Erkki Karvonen

Working life cooperation:
No

ay694532S: Media Law and Ethics in the Media (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Advanced Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   694532S   Media Law and Ethics in the Media   5.0 op

ECTS Credits:
5
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
Free

Learning outcomes:
Upon completing the course, the student will be able to evaluate journalistic activities on the basis of the ethical guidelines for journalists and the most important aspects of communications legislation. He/she will be able to distinguish between legal, moral and ethical issues in journalism. The student will be able to explain copyright legislation, in particular with a view to the publication of textual and visual material. He/she will also be able to apply this knowledge to publishing decisions related to journalistic work.

Contents:
Media self-regulation (Council for Mass Media, Guidelines for Journalists, YLE’s Broadcasting Guidelines) and the laws and regulations governing the media. Special attention will be paid to copyrights.

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures and group work

Target group:
Students of TIEMA and those minoring in Communication Studies

Recommended or required reading:
Materials to be specified during lectures

Assessment methods and criteria:
Group work and examination
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
0-5

Person responsible:
Professor Erkki Karvonen

Working life cooperation:
No

Electives

ay694533S: Communication Research (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Advanced Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

ECTS Credits:
5

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Free

Learning outcomes:
Upon completing the course, the student will be able to explain the historical development of communication research as well as analyze and compare various schools and approaches within it.
Mode of delivery:  
Self study  

Learning activities and teaching methods:  
Literature  

Target group:  
Students of TIEMA, Information Studies, and those minoring in Communication Studies  

Prerequisites and co-requisites:  
None  

Recommended or required reading:  

Assessment methods and criteria:  
Book examination or essay  
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.  

Grading:  
0-5  

Person responsible:  
Professor Erkki Karvonen  

Working life cooperation:  
No  

ayA110102: English Philology, Intermediate Studies (OPEN UNI), 35 op  

Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies  
Laji: Study module  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: English  

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.  

Compulsory  

ay682379A: Academic Communication 2 (OPEN UNI), 5 op  

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: English  
Leikkaavuudet:  

682379A Academic Communication 2 5.0 op  

ECTS Credits:  
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work  

Language of instruction:  
English  

Timing:  
This course is offered primarily in the spring term, during periods III and IV. It is recommended to complete the course during the spring term.  

Learning outcomes:  

...
Upon completing the course, students will have demonstrated competence in core skills considered essential for academic success at the university level. In the first part of the course, effective reading and note-taking strategies will be introduced, along with principles of academic reference and citation. In the second part of the course, writing skills will be developed through tasks designed to encourage critical thinking and sound rhetorical organization. Student writing will be critiqued at the draft stage in small group workshops and the importance of revision and rewriting emphasized. In the oral presentation skills module for the course, students will review effective presentation strategies and work in small groups preparing a topic for a short presentation to the class.

Contents:
The course is designed primarily as an academic skills course, but students may also be introduced to selected topics in linguistics, style and genre studies, or Anglophone cultural studies. A secondary content focus of the course will be to reinforce students’ awareness of appropriate language use, including grammar, vocabulary, punctuation, and sentence structure.

Mode of delivery:
Lectures and workshops 24 h; self-organised individual and group work (online activities, preparation of oral group presentations) 50 h; independent study (reading, preparation of writing assignments) 61 h

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Various methods including lectures, in-class workshops, group work, and student presentations

Target group:
Intermediate-level students of English Philology

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
Academic Communication 1 required

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
Online readings will be made available.

Assessment methods and criteria:
In-class participation, writing assignments, and group presentations. Information on exams and alternative methods for taking courses can be found on the English Philology website. Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
The course utilizes a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for a fail.

Person responsible:
Steven Coats (University Teacher)

Working life cooperation:
None

Other information:
The course is compulsory in the Intermediate Studies of English Philology.

ay682380A: Research in Language Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: English
Leikkaavuudet:
   682380A   Research in Language Studies   5.0 op

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Timing:
The course is held in the spring term, during periods III and IV. An alternative method for taking the course will be provided if the student is unable to take the course. It is recommended to complete the course during the spring term.

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion the student should be able to:
- display an understanding of research approaches to the study of language and language learning,
- display an understanding of research ethics, and
- identify appropriate research strategies in the context of particular research paradigms

Contents:
The overview of research approaches will focus on, e.g. linguistic fieldwork, basic statistics for language, ethnography, ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, different types of discourse analysis and action research. Various methods for collecting and analyzing data will be dealt with.

Mode of delivery:
Class sessions 16 h; group sessions 2 h; collaborative work in groups and online 40 h; independent study 77 h

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Variable learning activities and teaching methods following a problem-based approach; work on key readings through lectures, workshops and study circles

Target group:
Intermediate-level students of English Philology

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
Basic studies in English Philology recommended

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
To be agreed with the course teacher(s)

Assessment methods and criteria:
Final exam in the Examinarium (to be taken within one month after the end of the course). A detailed description of the assessment criteria will be available in the course workspace in Optima. Information on exams and alternative methods for taking courses can be found on the English Philology website. Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for a fail

Person responsible:
Leena Kuure (University Lecturer)

Working life cooperation:
None

Other information:
The course is compulsory in the Intermediate Studies of English Philology. It is recommended that major subject students complete it before entering the Bachelor’s Seminar.

ay682381A: Researching Literature and Culture (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: English
Leikkaavuudet:

682381A Researching Literature and Culture 5.0 op
ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
English

Timing:
The course is held in the spring term, during periods III and IV. An alternative method for taking the course will be provided if the student is unable to take the course. It is recommended to complete the course during the spring term.

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion the student should be able to:
- offer clear formal analysis of literary works of different genres
- display understanding of the range of socio-cultural forces that are articulated within these works
- apply a range of literary and cultural theories to individual texts
- be aware of, and be able to apply, a variety of different research methods

Contents:
This course will integrate socio-cultural and formal approaches to literary works. Students will examine individual texts both as literary artefacts, developed through generic and internal textual forces, and as cultural products responding to external social factors. The course will also cover a range of research methodologies drawn from both cultural and literary studies.

Mode of delivery:
Whole class activities 24 h; group activities 24 h; online activities 24 h; independent study, reading and writing 63 h

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures, guided discussions, problem-solving activities and other active learning tasks, alongside student-led essay presentation and debate sessions and online forum activities.

Target group:
Intermediate-level students of English Philology

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
Introduction to Literature in English

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
To be agreed with the course teacher(s)

Assessment methods and criteria:
Assessment will be based on in-class presentations and debate, online forum contributions, and a term paper. Information on exams and alternative methods for taking courses can be found on the English Philology website. Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for a fail.

Person responsible:
Eric Sandberg (University Lecturer)

Working life cooperation:
None

Other information:
The course is compulsory in the Intermediate Studies of English Philology. It is recommended that major subject students complete it before entering the Bachelor’s Seminar.

Electives

ay682418A: Speakers’ Corner (OPEN UNI), 5 op
**ay682385A: Discourse Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op**

**Voimassaolo:** 01.08.2015 -  
**Opiskelumuoto:** Intermediate Studies  
**Laji:** Course  
**Arvostelu:** 1 - 5, pass, fail  
**Opettajat:** Maritta Riekki  
**Opintokohteen kielet:** English  

**Leikkaavuudet:**  
682385A Discourse Studies 5.0 op

**ECTS Credits:**  
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

**Language of instruction:**  
English

**Timing:**  
The course is held in the autumn term, during periods I and II. An alternative method for taking the course will be provided if the student is unable to take the course.

**Learning outcomes:**  
Upon completion the student should be able to:
- display an understanding of the range of research approaches to the study of discourse, and  
- apply some of the methods in the analysis of various data.

**Contents:**  
The students will familiarise themselves with the major approaches and methodological tools used in discourse analysis and experiment with different techniques of data analysis. The examples include traditional but also more recent approaches that explore technologically mediated and multimodal discourse.

**Mode of delivery:**  
Class sessions 12 h; collaborative work online 50 h and independent study 73 h

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**  
Variable learning activities and teaching methods following a problem-based approach. Work on key readings and data analysis through lectures, workshops and study circles.

**Target group:**  
Intermediate-level students of English Philology

**Prerequisites and co-requisites:**  
Basic studies in English Philology recommended

**Recommended optional programme components:**  
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time

**Recommended or required reading:**  
Assessment methods and criteria:
The course option: Active participation in course work and a reflective report or term paper as agreed with the teacher. The book exam option: Book exam in the Examinarium. A detailed description of the assessment criteria will be available for course participants in Optima and for the examinees through email from the teacher. Information on exams and alternative methods for taking courses can be found on the English Philology website. Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for a fail.

Person responsible:
Leena Kuure (University Lecturer)

Working life cooperation:
None

Other information:
The course is elective in the Intermediate Studies of English Philology

ay682413A: Information Design (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: English

Leikkaavuudet:

682413A Information Design 5.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay682353A: Language and Learning (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2013 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: English

Leikkaavuudet:

682353A Language and Learning 5.0 op

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
English

Timing:
The course is held in the autumn term of 2016, during period II.

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion the students will be able to display familiarity with the current approaches to the theory and practice of language learning and teaching. The students will also be able to work collaboratively and in teams face to face and online to reach a shared goal in the field of language education.

Contents:
The course is organised according to a problem-based process focusing on specific issues and questions of language learning and teaching. The work will involve small-scale projects or some other type of collaborative study online and in class.

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching 12 h; collaborative work in the course environment online 123 h

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**
Variable learning activities and teaching methods, e.g. study groups and small projects in distributed teams.

**Target group:**

**Prerequisites and co-requisites:**
None

**Recommended optional programme components:**
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

**Recommended or required reading:**
Selected readings to be agreed with the teacher

**Assessment methods and criteria:**
Students are assessed on the basis of active participation as agreed at the beginning of the course. The course criteria are available in the course workspace online. Information on exams and alternative methods for taking courses can be found on the English Philology website. Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

**Grading:**
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for fail.

**Person responsible:**
Leena Kuure (University Lecturer)

**Working life cooperation:**
None. There may be collaboration with schools during the course.

**Other information:**
The course is elective in the Intermediate Studies of English Philology.

---

**ay682387A: Language Teacher Workshop (OPEN UNI), 5 op**

**Voimassaolo:** 01.08.2015 -
**Opiskelumuoto:** Intermediate Studies
**Laji:** Course
**Arvostelu:** 1 - 5, pass, fail
**Opintokohteen kielet:** English

**Leikkaavuudet:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECTS Credits</th>
<th>Language of instruction</th>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>The course is held in the spring term of 2017 during period III.</td>
<td>Upon completion the student should be able to examine their observations on language learning and teaching and use theory or prior research to analyse and understand these observations in a broader context of language education.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contents:**
During the course the students will familiarize themselves with issues and problems connected with the teaching profession, school work and language learning. The course aims to shed light on the language teacher’s work as a possible professional career through theory and practical experience.

**Mode of delivery:**
Workshops 10 h; web discussions 40 h; group work 40 h, school experience 5 h and independent study 40 h

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**
Variable learning activities and teaching methods in class and online.

**Target group:**
Intermediate-level students of English Philology

**Prerequisites and co-requisites:**
None

**Recommended optional programme components:**
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

**Recommended or required reading:**
To be agreed on with the course teacher(s)

**Assessment methods and criteria:**
Completion of the course assignments and activities. Information on exams and alternative methods for taking courses can be found on the English Philology website. Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

**Grading:**
The course utilizes the verbal grading scale “pass/ fail”

**Person responsible:**
Leena Kuure (University Lecturer)

**Working life cooperation:**
None. There may be collaboration with schools in relation to the school experience during the course.

**Other information:**
The course is elective in the Intermediate Studies of English Philology. The course may be organized together with other disciplines (e.g., languages or other subjects taught in schools)

---

**ayA113302: Ethics, intermediate studies (OPEN UNI), 35 op**

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Study module
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
A113302  Ethics, intermediate studies  35.0 op

Ei opintojaksonkuvausia.

*Compulsory*

**ay700676A: World Religions (OPEN UNI), 5 op**

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
700676A  World Religions  5.0 op

**ECTS Credits:**
Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Free

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students can analyse different religions and are capable of discussing philosophical problems related to religion.

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching or self study

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures or book exam

Target group:
Students minoring in Ethics

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
None

Recommended optional programme components:
None

Recommended or required reading:
Pentikäinen, Uskonnot maailmassa
Pyysiäinen, Jumalten keinu

Assessment methods and criteria:
Formal lecture exam or book exam
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
0-5

Person responsible:
Maija Kallinen

Working life cooperation:
No

ay700682A: Focus Areas in Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

Leikkaavuudet:
700682A Focus Areas in Ethics 5.0 op

Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ay700683A: Multiculturalism and Minorities in Finland (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
700683A  Multiculturalism and Minorities in Finland  5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ay700684A: Gender and Society (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
700684A  Gender and Society  5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ay700685A: Knowledge, Values and Humanity (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
700685A  Knowledge, Values and Humanity  5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ay700686A: Culture, Environment and Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
700686A  Culture, Environment and Ethics  5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ay700687A: The Relationship of Science and Religion (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
700687A  The Relationship of Science and Religion  5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä
ayA113301: Ethics, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Study module
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet: A113301 Ethics, basic studies 25.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

Compulsory

ay700677P: Introduction to Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet: 700677P Introduction to Ethics 5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ay700678P: Gender and Equality OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet: 700678P Equality and Justice 5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay700679P: Introduction to Ethical Reasoning (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet: 700679P Introduction to Ethical Reasoning 5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä
ay700680P: Introduction to Environmental Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaoho: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700680P Introduction to Environmental Philosophy 5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ay700681P: A Global Approach to Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaoho: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700681P Global Issues and Nationalism 5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ayA113101: Film Studies, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Voimassaoho: 01.08.2017 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Study module  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
A113101 Film Studies, basic studies 25.0 op  
Ei opintojaksojako suoritettavissa.

Compulsory

ay687514P: Introduction to the Study of Media Culture (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaoho: 01.08.2009 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
687514P Introduction to the Study of Media Culture 5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä  
Ei opintojakson suoritettavissa.

ay687515P: Film History (OPEN UNI), 5 op
Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to describe the main developments of the history of film, and either the developments of Finnish cinema or the developments of the history of television.

Contents:
Familiarisation with the general history of film and either the history of Finnish cinema or the history of television

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching and/or independent study and possibly online discussion

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Book exam and/or lectures

Target group:
Students minoring in Film Studies

Recommended or required reading:
* From the book von Bagh: *Elokuvan historia* (Revised editions 1998 and 2004) students choose two countries on which to focus and read the sections on the chosen countries from each chapter (2–7). The possible countries are: France, USA, UK, Russia and the Soviet Union, Germany or Italy. Don't forget to specify the chosen countries during sign up for the exam! The availability of literature can be checked from this link.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Book exam and/or lecture examination

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
Lecturer of Film Studies

Working life cooperation:
No
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687516P   Film Analysis   5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
Free
Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to identify and define the central techniques of film expression and explain how they work in a film.

Contents:
Familiarisation with the characteristics of narrative and stylistic features of films by lectures, written analysis, and discussion

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures and participation in seminars

Target group:
Students minoring in Film Studies

Recommended or required reading:
Supplementary literature Bordwell and Thompson: *Film Art. An Introduction* (3rd edition or newer). Chapter: Film Style. For example, pages 176–388 in the 7th edition. NB: Supplementary reading; not examined! The availability of the literature can be checked from this link.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Assignment and participation in seminars

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
Lecturer of Film Studies

Working life cooperation:
No

ay687517P: Basics of Media Education (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687517P   Basics of Media Education   5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits
Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Free

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to define and explain the key research questions and methods of media education.

Contents:
Familiarisation with the key research questions and methods of media education

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching and/or independent study

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Book exam and/or lectures

Target group:
Students minoring in Film Studies

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is elective; students can choose either Basics of Media Education, Film and History or Film Genres.

Recommended or required reading:
Book exam literature:
Herkman. Kriittinen mediakasvatus;
and in addition students must choose two of the following:
Matikainen: Verkko kasvattajana;
Bergala: Kokemuksia elokuvakasvatuksesta
Kynäslahti, Kurpianen, Lehtonen (eds.): Näkökulmia mediakasvatukseen (online publication: http://www.mediaeducation.fi/publications/)

The availability of the literature can be checked from this link.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Book exam and/or lecture examination

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
Lecturer of Film Studies

Working life cooperation:
No

ay687519P: Film Genres (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
687519P Film Genres 5.0 op

Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Free

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to describe the characteristics of film genres.

Contents:
Familiarisation with the study and characteristics of different film genres

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching and/or independent study

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Book exam and/or lectures

Target group:
Students minoring in Film Studies

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is elective; students can choose either Basics of Media Education, Film and History or Film Genres.

Recommended or required reading:
Book exam literature: Altman: *Elokuvaa ja genre* and a collection of articles relating to genres (can be borrowed from the Lecturer of Film Studies, room HU334).

The availability of the literature can be checked from this link.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Book exam and/or lecture examination

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
Lecturer of Film Studies

Working life cooperation:
No

ayA110401: Finnish Language, Basic Studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Study module
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
A110401 Finnish Language, Basic Studies 25.0 op

*Edeltävä pakollinen suoritus ay694926Y Suomen kielen rakenna (AVOIN YO), 3 op*

ay694938P: Language Variation and Change (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
694938P Language Variation and Change 5.0 op
ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
1 st year, period I

Learning outcomes:
Students will be able to display knowledge of the position of Finnish among the Uralic languages, the main characteristics of the areal variation of Finnish and the main features of the development of standard Finnish.

Contents:
Uralic languages, basics of language history, basics of Finnish dialectology, development of Finnish standard language

Mode of delivery:
Lectures, online material, and literature

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures (24 h) and independent study (111 h)

Target group:
Students of Finnish Language

Recommended optional programme components:
Students should complete the courses *Structures of Finnish* and *Introduction to General Linguistics* at the same time with this course.

Recommended or required reading:
Lectures; online reading material;
AND Laakso, *Karhunkieli* (SKS 1999); AND Häkkinen, *Agricolasta nykykielen* (WSOY 1994) (pp. 5–185 and 407–519);
For those who intend to take a book exam the literature mentioned above and additionally Lehikoinen, *Suomea ennen ja nyt* (Finn Lectura 1994) (pp. 90–161)

Follow [this link](#) to check the availability of the books.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Formal examination

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
Professor Harri Mantila

Working life cooperation:
None

Other information:
Students of Finnish as a Foreign Language take a separate exam.

ay694937P: Language Planning (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

694937P  Language Planning  5.0 op
ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
1st year, period II

Learning outcomes:
Students will be able to correct texts independently with the help of language manuals.

Contents:
Basics of language planning, usage of manuals

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching or book examination. Details of the book examination must be agreed upon with the person responsible.

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures (8 h); exercises (20 h); literature (27 h); and independent study (80 h); or alternatively independent learning (135 h)

Target group:
Students of Finnish Language

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
The courses *Structures of Finnish and Language Variation and Change*

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
Reading material online; Terho Itkonen & Sari Maamies, *Uusi kieliopas* (2011) (pp. 9–96); and other assigned materials.

Reading for book examination:
a) Terho Itkonen & Sari Maamies, *Uusi kieliopas* (2011) (pp. 9–96);
b) Taru Kolehmainen, *Kielenhuollon juurilla: Suomen kielen ohjailun historiaa* (2014) (pp. 13–51); AND the following articles (in Hanna Lappalainen, Marja-Leena Sorjonen & Maria Vilkuna, *Kielellä on merkitystä: Näkökulmia kielipolitiikkaan*)

Assessment methods and criteria:
The assessment of the course is based on the examination, and the assessment criteria are based on the learning outcomes of the course.

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
University Lecturer Katja Västi

Working life cooperation:
None

ay694940P: Syntax (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
ay694941P: Text Linguistics (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet: 694941P Text Linguistics 5.0 op

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
1st year, period III

Learning outcomes:
Students will be able to define the main concepts of text linguistics and apply them in analysis of various kinds of texts. Students will be able to analyse linguistically the style, structure, and ideology of text samples.

Contents:
Genre and discourse, structures of content and form, analysis of texts, the basics of critical reading

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures (26 h); independent study online (40 h); and group work based on the online studies (69 h); or alternatively independent study online (135 h)

Target group:
Students of Finnish Language

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
Online reading material

Assessment methods and criteria:
Formal examination

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
University Lecturer Maria Frick

Working life cooperation:
None

ay694939P: Fonology and Morphology (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   694939P Fonology and Morphology 5.0 op

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work
Language of instruction:
Finnish
Timing:
1st year, period III
Learning outcomes:
Students will be able to explain the consonant and vowel variations of Finnish, as well as the main sound changes and their history. In addition, students will be able to categorise the main inflectional and derivational categories, and display knowledge of the history of morphology.

Contents:
The history and present state of Finnish phonology and morphology

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures (30 h); exercises (20 h); and independent study (85 h)

Target group:
Students of Finnish Language

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
Structures of Finnish, Introduction to Phonetics, and Introduction to General Linguistics

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
Online reading material

Assessment methods and criteria:
The assessment of the course is based on the examination, and the assessment criteria are based on the learning outcomes of the course.

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
University Lecturers Niina Kunnas and Katja Västi

Working life cooperation:
None

ayA114301: Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language, Basic Studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Study module
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

Assessment methods and criteria:
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Compulsory
ay695000P: Introduction to Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language (OPEN UNI), 5 op

**Voimassaolo:** 01.08.2015 -
**Opiskelumuoto:** Basic Studies
**Laji:** Course
**Arvostelu:** 1 - 5, pass, fail
**Opintokohteen kielet:** Finnish

**ECTS Credits:**
ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

**Language of instruction:**
Finnish

**Timing:**
Periods I and II

**Learning outcomes:**
Upon completing the course, students will be able to use the basic concepts from the field of Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language. They will be able to display knowledge of people who study Finnish and of the goals of teaching, and will be able to describe the teaching of Finnish on different levels of education.

**Contents:**
Introduction to teaching and learning of Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

**Mode of delivery:**
Blended learning

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**
Lectures (12 h); introductory visits and learning diary (40 h); concluding seminar (2 h); book exam (81 h)

**Target group:**
Students minoring in Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

**Prerequisites and co-requisites:**
Completion of the Basic Studies package of Finnish Language required

**Recommended optional programme components:**
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

**Recommended or required reading:**
Lecture material and a collection of articles

**Assessment methods and criteria:**
Learning diary and book exam. The assessment criteria are based on the learning outcomes of the programme.

**Grading:**
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for a fail.

**Person responsible:**
University Teacher Sisko Brunni

---

ay695012P: Assessing linguistic proficiency (OPEN UNI), 5 op

**Voimassaolo:** 01.08.2015 -
**Opiskelumuoto:** Basic Studies
**Laji:** Course
**Arvostelu:** 1 - 5, pass, fail
**Opintokohteen kielet:** Finnish

**Leikkaavuudet:**

695012P Assessing linguistic proficiency 5.0 op
ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Periods III and IV

Learning outcomes:
Upon completing the course, students will be able to conduct a language test, apply the principles of assessing language proficiency, and use Finnish and pan-European skill levels in assessing language proficiency.

Contents:
Assessing linguistic proficiency and skill levels in language proficiency

Mode of delivery:
Blended learning

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures (8 h); language proficiency test as pair work, reflective assessment (69 h); seminar (4 h); and book exam (54 h)

Target group:
Students minoring in Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
Introduction to Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
a) Mirja Tarnanen, Arvioija valokeilassa: Suomi toisena kielenä -kirjoittamisen arviointia (2002) (pp. 48–132);
b) Opetushallitus, Yleisten kielitutkintojen perusteet (2002) (pp. 1–28);
c) Mirja Tarnanen, Ari Huhta, Kalevi Pohjala, Mitä on osaaminen? Kielitaidon arviointi vastaajana (Pohjala 2007);
d) Sari Pöyhönen, Minna-Riitta Luukka (eds.), Kohti tulevaisuuden kielikoulutusta: Kielikoulutuspolitiikan projektiin loppuraportti (pp. 381–421);

Follow this link to check the availability of the books.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Reflective report and book exam. The assessment criteria are based on the programme’s learning outcomes.

Grading:
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for a fail.

Person responsible:
University Teacher Sisko Brunni
ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Period III

Learning outcomes:
Upon completing the course, students will be able to display an understanding of the social knowledge and skills immigrants need in order to survive in Finnish society. Students are able to teach these things to immigrants using simple Finnish.

Contents:
Functioning in Finnish society and simple Finnish

Mode of delivery:
Online teaching, or other mode of delivery

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Independent study and web-based learning (135 h)

Target group:
Students minoring in Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
The course Introduction to Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
Online materials

Assessment methods and criteria:
Exercises, presentation online and instructions in simple Finnish, as well as acting as an opponent. The assessment criteria are based on the programme’s learning outcomes.

Grading:
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for a fail.

Person responsible:
University Teacher Sisko Brunni

ay695010P: Multicultural Finland and Cultural Knowledge (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvosotelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Free

Learning outcomes:
Upon completing the course, students will be able to display an understanding of Finland as a multicultural society and will be able display knowledge of the basic concepts concerning multiculturalism. They will be able to distinguish differences in intercultural communication and will be able to apply the acquired information in a teaching setting.

Contents:
Multiculturalism in Finnish society and intercultural communication

Mode of delivery:
Independent study

Learning activities and teaching methods:
book exam (135 h)

Target group:
Students minoring in Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
The course Introduction to Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
a) Pasi Saukkonen, *Erilaisuuksien Suomi: Vähemmistö- ja kotouttamispolitiikan vaihtoehdot* (2013);
b) Mirja Talib, Jan Lõ ôström and Matti Meri, *Kulttuurit ja koulu: Avaimia opettajalle* (2004);
c) Umayya Abu-Hanna, *Multikulti: Monikulttuurisuuden käsikirja* (2012) (pp. 1–79);
d) Salo-Lee, Malmberg and Halinoja (eds.), *Me ja muut: Kulttuurien välinen viestintä* (Yle opetuspalvelut 1996)

Follow [this link](#) to check the availability of the books.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Book exam. The assessment criteria are based on the programme’s learning outcomes.

Grading:
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for a fail.

Person responsible:
University Lecturer Sisko Brunni

ay695001P: Teaching and Tutoring Students Learning Finnish (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Periods II and III

Learning outcomes:
Upon completing the course, students will be able to apply the knowledge acquired in the studies of Finnish in tutoring learners of Finnish. Students will be able to use study materials of the field and will be able to describe the processes of language learning.

Contents:
Language learning and tutoring learners

Mode of delivery:
Blended learning

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Introductory lectures (4 h); tutoring and learning diary (77 h); and book exam (54 h) or the corresponding lecture (16 h)

Target group:
Students minoring in Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
The course *Introduction to Finnish as a Second and Foreign Language* must be completed before tutoring.

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
Leila White, *Suomen kielioppia ulkomaalaisille* (Finn Lectura 1997 or newer. 326 pages)
Follow [this link](#) to check the availability of the book.

Assessment methods and criteria:
Learning diary and book exam or the corresponding formal lecture exam. The assessment criteria are based on the learning outcomes of the programme.

Grading:
The learning diary and the lecture exam are assessed as Pass/Fail. Grading of the book exam utilises a numerical grading scale of 1–5, in which zero is a failing grade.

Person responsible:
University Teacher Sisko Brunni

**ayA113801: History, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op**

*Voimassaolo:* 01.08.2012 -  
*Opiskelumuoto:* Basic Studies  
*Laji:* Study module  
*Arvostelu:* 1 - 5, pass, fail  
*Opintokohteen kielet:* Finnish  

Leikkaavuudet:  
A113801 History, Basic Studies 25.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

**Compulsory**

**ay700123P: From Ancient Civilisations to the Late Modern Period (OPEN UNI), 5 op**

*Voimassaolo:* 01.08.2015 -  
*Opiskelumuoto:* Basic Studies  
*Laji:* Course  
*Arvostelu:* 1 - 5, pass, fail  
*Opintokohteen kielet:* Finnish  

Leikkaavuudet:  
700123P From Ancient Civilisations to the Early Modern Period 5.0 op

Voi[a, a]n suorittaa useasti: Kyllä  

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

**ay700124P: Late Modern and Contemporary History (OPEN UNI), 5 op**

*Voimassaolo:* 01.08.2015 -  

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700124P  Late Modern and Contemporary History  5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

Ei opintojaksoenkäymistä.

ay700125P: The History of Sciences and Ideas (OPEN UNI), 5 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700125P  The History of Sciences and Ideas  5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

Ei opintojaksoenkäymistä.

ay700126P: Introduction to the Study of History (AVOIN YO), 5 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700126P  Introduction to the Study of History  5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

Ei opintojaksoenkäymistä.

ay700127P: Methodology: From Basics to Application (OPEN UNI), 5 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700127P  Introduction to Research Methods  5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

Ei opintojaksoenkäymistä.

ayA112801: Information Studies, Basic Studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
ay694677P: Introduction to Information Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits, 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
1st year, periods I and II

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to identify the focal fields, objects of research and the central concepts of Information Studies, and to analyse their mutual relationships.

Contents:
The development of Information Studies as a discipline, basic terminology, research objects and areas

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching and/or online teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures, exercises in groups, compiling a portfolio. Approximately 40 hours of contact teaching and 95 hours of independent study

Target group:
Students majoring and minoring in Information Studies

Recommended or required reading:
Lecture material and literature announced during lectures

Assessment methods and criteria:
Active participation in lectures, exercises, portfolio

Grading:
Pass/Fail

Person responsible:
Professor

ay694660P: Information Environments and Collections (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
ECTS Credits:  
5 ECTS credits, 135 hours of work  

Language of instruction:  
Finnish  

Timing:  
1st year, periods I and II  

Learning outcomes:  
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to identify many different forms of documentation. Students will be able to describe the volume, forms and contents of document production, and to assess the significance of the forms of the documents regarding collection work.  

Contents:  
Forms of documentation, the production of different types of publishing, such as the different fields of traditional publishing production and different areas of digital documentation (open science, open data and archives, open access), collections and collection work  

Mode of delivery:  
Contact teaching and/or online teaching  

Learning activities and teaching methods:  
Lectures and exercises. Approximately 30 hours of contact teaching and 105 hours independent study  

Target group:  
Students majoring and minoring in Information Studies  

Recommended or required reading:  
Lecture material;  

Assessment methods and criteria:  
Exercises and examination  

Grading:  
0–5  

Person responsible:  
University Lecturer  

Working life cooperation:  
-  

ay694663P: Information Law and Ethics (OPEN UNI), 5 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  

Ei opintojakoksokuvauksia.  

ay694662P: Information Behaviour and Practices (OPEN UNI), 5 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits, 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
1st year, period II

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to identify, analyse and assess the essential
terminology of information behaviour and practices, and to present and apply the models of the field to the
context of everyday life and occupations.

Contents:
The terminology of information behaviour and practices, theoretical approaches of the field and empirical
studies

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching and/or online teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures, exercises, group work. Approximately 20 hours of contact teaching and 115 hours of independent
study

Target group:
Students majoring and minoring in Languages

Recommended or required reading:
Lecture material and articles from a reading list

Assessment methods and criteria:
Participating in lectures, exercises, group work

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
University Lecturer

Working life cooperation:
-

ay694661P: Literacies in Different Information Environments (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits, 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
1st year, period I

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to identify the terminology and phenomena related to
literacies. Students will also be able to examine the significance of literacies in different information
environments.

Contents:
Different terms of literacy, such as media and information literacy, multiliteracy, transforming literacies, health information literacy; the significance and promotion of literacies in different environments

**Mode of delivery:**
Contact teaching and/or online teaching

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**
Lectures, exercises, literature. Approximately 20 hours of contact teaching and 115 hours of independent study

**Target group:**
Students majoring and minoring in Information Studies

**Recommended or required reading:**

**Assessment methods and criteria:**
Exercises and examination

**Grading:**
0–5

**Person responsible:**
University Lecturer

**ay694678P: Information Seeking and Retrieval (OPEN UNI), 5 op**

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2017 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

**ay694943A: Introduction to Estonian (OPEN UNI), 5 op**

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
Finnish and Estonian

Timing:
Learning outcomes: 
Upon completing the course, students will be able to define the basics of Estonian grammar from a contrastive Estonian–Finnish perspective. Students will be able to use and apply basic knowledge of the Estonian language and Estonia, as well as of the culture of Estonia. Students will be able to use the central vocabulary of Estonian.

Contents: 
Fundamentals of Estonian grammar, basics of Estonian culture, familiarisation with the country, and the main differences between Finnish and Estonian grammar

Mode of delivery: 
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods: 
Lectures (12 h); exercises (28 h); independent study online (95 h)

Target group: 
Open to all students enrolled at the University

Recommended optional programme components: 
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading: 

Assessment methods and criteria: 
formal examination or learning diary

Grading: 
0–5

Person responsible: 
University Lecturer Maria Frick

Working life cooperation: 
None

ay700740P: Introduction to Finnish Law (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2014 - 
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies

Laji: Course

Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail

Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

Leikkaavuudet: 
700740P  Introduction to Finnish Law  5.0 op

ECTS Credits: 
5

Language of instruction: 
Finnish

Learning outcomes: 
Upon completing the course, students will be able to explain the main features of the juridical system in Finland. Based on this knowledge students will be able to teach Law at lower secondary school level.

Contents: 
Main principles of the juridical system in Finland

Mode of delivery: 
Contact teaching

Learning activities and teaching methods: 
A series of lectures and literature to be read independently.

Target group: 
Open university students

Prerequisites and co-requisites: 
Basic and Intermediate Studies in History/History of Science and Ideas

Recommended or required reading: 
To be agreed separately

Assessment methods and criteria: 
Written assignment

Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading: 
0-5
ay694959Y: Introduction to General Linguistics and Phonetics (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2017 -
Opiskelumuoto: General Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

Ei opintojakosokuvauksia.

ay683504P: Introduction to Saami Culture and Research on Saami (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
  683504P  Introduction to Saami Culture  5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ECTS Credits: 5 ECTS credits
Language of instruction: Finnish
Timing: 1st year, period I
Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students will be able to describe regional variations and main cultural characteristics of Saami culture. In addition, students will be able to describe the diversity of Saami culture. Students will be able to define the fundamentals and the central fields of the research on Saami.

Contents:
Introduction to regional, linguistic and cultural variations of Saami culture from perspectives provided by different disciplines and research traditions; introduction to the history, organisations and modern themes in the research on Saami.

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching
Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures
Target group:
Students majoring and minoring in Saami Culture
Recommended or required reading:
Literature/collection of articles
Assessment methods and criteria:
Formal lecture examination or lecture diary/group work; book exam or essay based on required reading
Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
University Lecturer

ay682388A: Learning in Everyday Environments (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ECTS Credits:
5 ECTS credits / 135 hours of work

Language of instruction:
English

Timing:
The course is held in the autumn term of 2015, during periods I and II.

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion the students should be able to display an understanding of the nature of learning and especially language learning in everyday environments

Contents:
Class sessions 12 h; collaborative work online 60 h; and independent study 63 h

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching and study circles and workshops online

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Variable learning activities and teaching methods, e.g. case discussions online.

Target group:

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
None

Recommended optional programme components:
The course is an independent entity and does not require additional studies carried out at the same time.

Recommended or required reading:
Selected readings to be agreed with the teacher

Assessment methods and criteria:
Students are assessed on the basis of active participation as agreed at the beginning of the course. The course criteria are available in the course workspace online. Information on exams and alternative methods for taking courses can be found on the English Philology website. Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
The course utilises a numerical grading scale (1–5). In the numerical scale zero stands for fail.

Person responsible:
Leena Kuure (University Lecturer)

Working life cooperation:
None

Other information:
The course is elective in the Intermediate Studies of English Philology.

ayA110702: Literature, intermediate studies (OPEN UNI), 35 op

ay687156A: Introduction to Literary Studies 2: Theory and Methodology (OPEN UNI), 5 op
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2013 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687156A Introduction to Literary Studies 2: Theory and Methodology 5.0 op

Assessment methods and criteria:
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

ay687157A: Literary History 3: Periods and Genres (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2013 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687157A Literary History 3: Periods and Genres 5.0 op

Assessment methods and criteria:
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

ay687158A: Literary History 4: Language Areas (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2013 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687158A Literary History 4: Language Areas 5.0 op

Assessment methods and criteria:
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

ay687175A: Knowledge of the Classics in Literature (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687175A Knowledge of the Classics in Literature 5.0 op
ay687160A Knowledge of the Classics of Literature (OPEN UNI) 4.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687174A: Literature in Society (OPEN UNI), 5 op
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
687174A Literature in Society 5.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

Alternative

ay687176A: Literature and Literary Art for Children and Youths (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
687176A Literature and Literary Art for Children and Youths 5.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687178A: Poetry Therapy (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
687178A Poetry Therapy 5.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687179A: Methods of Cultural and Social Literature (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
687179A Methods of Cultural and Social Literature 5.0 op

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687180A: Gender, Class and Multiculturalism (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687180A  Gender, Class and Multiculturalism  5.0 op
   Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687181A: Creative Writing (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687181A  Creative Writing  5.0 op
   Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687182A: Aesthetics, Poetics and Rhetoric (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687182A  Aesthetics, Poetics and Rhetoric  5.0 op
   Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687183A: Literary Genres and Genre Theory (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687183A  Literary Genres and Genre Theory  5.0 op
   Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.

ay687184A: A Survey of a Chosen Method of Literary Studies (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
   687184A  A Survey of a Chosen Method of Literary Studies  5.0 op
**ayA110701: Literature, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op**

*Voimassaolo:* 01.08.2012 -  
*Opiskelumuoto:* Basic Studies  
*Laji:* Study module  
*Arvostelu:* 1 - 5, pass, fail  
*Opintokohteen kielet:* Finnish

**Leikkaavuudet:**  
A110701 Literature, basic studies 25.0 op  

*Compulsory*

**ay687101P: Introduction to Literary Research I (OPEN UNI), 5 op**

*Voimassaolo:* 01.08.2012 -  
*Opiskelumuoto:* Basic Studies  
*Laji:* Course  
*Arvostelu:* 1 - 5, pass, fail  
*Opintokohteen kielet:* Finnish

**Leikkaavuudet:**  
687101P Introduction to Literary Research I 5.0 op

**ECTS Credits:**  
5

**Language of instruction:**  
Finnish  

**Timing:**  
1st year  

**Learning outcomes:**  
An introduction to the basic concepts of literary research and their application in analysing texts. Upon completing the course, students can describe different aspects of literary research, and related theories and methods. Students can also use and apply terminology related to literary interpretation in practical text analysis.

**Contents:**  
Theoretical, methodological, and terminological basic skills.

**Mode of delivery:**  
Contact teaching

**Learning activities and teaching methods:**  
Lecture series and exercises

**Target group:**  
Major and subsidiary students beginning their studies in the subject

**Prerequisites and co-requisites:**  
Familiarization with the Field of Research (687100P)

**Recommended optional programme components:**  
None

**Recommended or required reading:**  
Outi Alanko and Tiina Käkelä-Puumala (ed.), Kirjallisuudentutkimuksen peruskäsitteitä  
Book availability can be checked via WebOodi

**Assessment methods and criteria:**
Exercises and final exam
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
0-5

Person responsible:
Professor

Working life cooperation:
No

Other information:
This course is mandatory for all students of Literature, and it cannot be replaced with other modes of delivery. Curriculum available on the programme website.

ay687154P: Literary History 1: from Antiquity to the 18th Century (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2013 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687154P Literary History 1: from Antiquity to the 18th Century 5.0 op

Assessment methods and criteria:
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

ay687155P: Literary History 2: from the 18th Century to the Present (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2013 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687155P Literary History 2: from the 18th Century to the Present 5.0 op

Assessment methods and criteria:
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

ay687171P: Fiction 1 (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2016 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687171P Fiction 1 5.0 op

Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ECTS Credits:
5
Language of instruction:
Finnish; a study package in English can be negotiated with the teacher

Timing:
1st year (most commonly the autumn term)

Learning outcomes:
Among the aims of this course is for students to gain an understanding of the classic works of Finnish literature, and to practise close reading and interpretation of literature, i.e. the application of the concepts of literary analysis to practice. Upon completion of the course, students will be able to analyse and evaluate literary art through writing and discussions, closely read texts (primarily fiction) with the application of basic concepts of the study of literature, as well as give and receive feedback. They will be able to analyse the structural and thematic aspects as well as the main contextual tenets of Finnish fiction.

Contents:
The course focuses on literary analysis and interpretation by delving into Finnish classics of modern literature (mostly narrative fiction), on which brief text analysis exercises are written and discussed in a group. Writing an essay from the view point of literary study is also practiced.

Mode of delivery:
Practicum group work for students majoring in Literature and for students majoring in Finnish and Saami who are in the subject teacher programme.
Written examination/essay/working in small groups for other subsidiary subject students.

Learning activities and teaching methods:
For students participating in the practicum: discussion in small groups led by a teacher, exercises.
For other students: independent study according to the general advice presented on the degree program webpage (e.g. advice on essay writing).

Target group:
For students majoring in Literature and for those subsidiary subject students who have Finnish or Saami as their major and are studying to become teachers, the course may not be taken as a book exam, home essay or self-study group and must be completed as a practicum. Other subsidiary subject students may complete the course by book exam, home essays, or a self-study group

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
See: Recommended optional programme components

Recommended optional programme components:
A list of works is available on the degree programme website at the beginning of each term. As mandatory background reading are especially texts concerning the analysis of narrative fiction (for these, too, see the website http://www.oulu.fi/kirjallisuus/).

Recommended or required reading:
A list of works is available on the degree programme website at the beginning of each term. As mandatory background reading are especially texts concerning the analysis of narrative fiction (for these, too, see the website http://www.oulu.fi/kirjallisuus/).

Assessment methods and criteria:
assignments/examination
The assessment criteria for the practicum focuses on the application of concepts to practice essays and other exercises and discussions; on the linkage of conclusions to the texts and contexts; on the appropriateness, multidimensionality and structural qualities of the reasoning; on the commitment to dialogue and active participation in the group. For other means of completing the course, similar criteria is applied.

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
University lecturer/doctoral student

Working life cooperation:
None

Other information:
The reading material for the practicum courses might vary from those listed on the degree program’s webpage (e.g. due to availability of the works).
ay687172P: Fiction 2 (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2016 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

687172P Fiction 2 5.0 op
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

ECTS Credits:
5

Language of instruction:
Finnish; a study package in English can be negotiated with the teacher

Timing:
1st year (most commonly spring term)

Learning outcomes:
The course aims to deepen the students' knowledge of classic literary works and to further improve their skills in literary analysis. It also gives practical knowledge on the methodological possibilities of literary research.
Upon completing the course, students will be more familiar with classic literary works and their main features. They will also be able to demonstrate skills in analysing the structures of narrative fiction, poetry and drama. They will be able to consider which methods of analysis and interpretation of literary texts can be applied to each case.

Contents:
The course focuses on the analysis and interpretation of literature by studying the classic works of modern literature (narrative fiction as well as poetry and drama). A number of short research texts considering those works will also be studied. The practicum involves a written assignment, which should be an interpretative text bearing more resemblance to an article than an essay. In the assignment, students should utilise the above-mentioned research texts. The assignment will be prepared during the practicum.

Mode of delivery:
Practicum group work for students majoring in Literature and for students majoring in Finnish and Saami who are in the subject teacher programme. Written examination/essay/working in small groups for other subsidiary subject students.

Learning activities and teaching methods:
For students participating in the practicum: discussion in small groups led by a teacher, exercises. For other students: independent study according to the general advice presented on the degree program webpage (e.g. advice on essay writing).

Target group:
For students majoring in Literature and for those subsidiary subject students who have Finnish or Saami as their major and are studying to become teachers, the course may not be taken as a book exam, home essay or self-study group and must be completed as a practicum. Other subsidiary subject students may complete the course by book exam, home essays, or self-study group.

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
Fiction 1 along with additional texts included in the course, and Introduction to Literary Research 1

Recommended optional programme components:
See: Prerequisites and co-requisites. Literary History 1 and 2 as completed or contemporaneous courses required.

Recommended or required reading:
A list of works for narrative fiction will be made available on the degree programme website at the beginning of each term. Mandatory introductory texts regarding the basic concepts of literary analysis (including poetry and drama) as well as research literature for students participating in the practicum or
writing an essay. More information on research literature will be available on the programme’s webpage or
during the practicum sessions

Assessment methods and criteria:
Supervised group work (Practicum), written assignments or examination
The assessment criteria for the practicum focuses on the application of concepts to practice essays and
other exercises and discussions; on the linkage of conclusions to the texts and contexts; on the
appropriateness, multidimensionality and structural qualities of the reasoning; on the commitment to
dialogue and active participation in the group. For other means of completing the course, similar criteria is
applied.

Grading:
0–5

Person responsible:
University lecturer/doctoral student

Working life cooperation:
None

Other information:
The reading material for the practicum courses might vary from those listed on the degree program’s
webpage (e.g. due to availability of the works).

ayA111801: Philosophy, basic studies (OPEN UNI), 25 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Study module
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
A111801 Philosophy, basic studies 25.0 op

Compulsory

ay700600P: Introduction to Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:
700600P Introduction to Philosophy 5.0 op

ECTS Credits:
5

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Free

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, students should understand the fundamentality of critical thinking in
philosophy and understand the significance of philosophy as part of world view. Students should also be
able to analyse philosophical questions and recognises their special character.

Mode of delivery:
Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures or book examination.

Target group:
Students minoring in Philosophy

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
None

Recommended or required reading:
Mäki & Väyrynen, Johdatus filosofiseen ajatteluun; and Sajama, Arkipäivän filosofiaa (pp. 1–93 and 101–104), or Rydenfelt & Kovalainen, Mitä on filosofia?

Assessment methods and criteria:
Formal lecture exam or book exam
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
0-5

Person responsible:
Kari Väyrynen

Working life cooperation:
No

ay700601P: History of Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

ECTS Credits:
5

Language of instruction:
Finnish

Timing:
Free

Learning outcomes:
Upon completion of the course, the student should have an understanding of the historical development of the central questions and trends of philosophy from ancient history to the 20th century and should be familiar with the central philosophical classics. The student should have some knowledge of the development of Finnish philosophy.

Mode of delivery:
Contact teaching or self study

Learning activities and teaching methods:
Lectures or book examination

Target group:
Students minoring in Philosophy

Prerequisites and co-requisites:
None

Recommended or required reading:
Nordin, Filosofian historia ("Filosofia Suomessa” cursorily)

Assessment methods and criteria:
Formal lecture exam or book exam
Read more about assessment criteria at the University of Oulu webpage.

Grading:
0-5

Person responsible:
Kari Väyrynen

Working life cooperation:
No

ay700618P: Ethics and Philosophy of Society (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

700618P Ethics and Philosophy of Society 5.0 op

Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

Ei opintojaksokuvausia.

ay700619P: Philosophy of Science and Theory of Argumentation or Formal Logic (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

700619P The Problem of Knowledge and Ways of Knowing 5.0 op

Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

Ei opintojaksokuvausia.

ay700620P: Interpretation of Classical Texts (OPEN UNI), 5 op

Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -
Opiskelumuoto: Basic Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish
Leikkaavuudet:

700620P Interpretation of Classical Texts 5.0 op

Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä

Ei opintojaksokuvausia.

ayA111802: Philosophy, intermediate studies (OPEN UNI), 35 op
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2012 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies  
Laji: Study module  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
A111802  Philosophy, intermediate studies  35.0 op  

Compulsory  

ay700627A: Research Seminar (OPEN UNI), 5 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700627A  Research Seminar in Philosophy  5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä  
Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.  

ay700624A: Values, Ethics and Politics in the Contemporary World (OPEN UNI), 5 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700624A  Values, Ethics and Politics in the Contemporary World  5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä  
Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.  

ay700625A: Advanced studies in Philosophy of Science or in Theory and Philosophy of History (OPEN UNI), 5 op  
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2015 -  
Opiskelumuoto: Intermediate Studies  
Laji: Course  
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail  
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish  
Leikkaavuudet:  
700625A  Philosophy of Science  5.0 op  
Voidaan suorittaa useasti: Kyllä  
Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.  

ay700626A: Special Fields of Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5 op
ay700626A: Special Fields of Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5.0 op

ay700622A: Contemporary Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5.0 op

ay700621A: Philosophy of Culture in Finland (OPEN UNI), 5.0 op

ay700623A: Advanced Studies in Analytical or Continental Philosophy (OPEN UNI), 5.0 op

ay694958Y: Structure of Finnish (OPEN UNI), 5.0 op
Voimassaolo: 01.08.2017 -
Opiskelumuoto: General Studies
Laji: Course
Arvostelu: 1 - 5, pass, fail
Opintokohteen kielet: Finnish

Ei opintojaksokuvauksia.